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Have you ever been the star of your own parade? Tina has come.
You must find your big chance.
The weekend of February 15 and 16 is Georgia College's first homecoming and that Saturday will be a parade. Of course, anyone wants one. To show your power in quaintly, you'd have to build a float, ride in it, be a band, or reenact. If you fairly bright college student could conclude there can be no parade if one is to exist. Chants are urged to meet and discuss the matter, meet together if you must and enter a float. Entry forms must be sent out to club presidents and others wishing to enter a float may stop by Miss Donahue's office to pick up a form. We play Georgia Southwestern in basketball that night and we want our Colonials to win. Show them with some spirit.

The alumni are invited and there will be presentals and benediction performed each day. Each group is urged to construct a display which their presidents will be supplied. Details for in front of their dorm. These parades float and cars will be judged Saturday evening that evening. We can really show them alumni how this campus has picked up with its additions for our boys.

The Senior Lettermen and women of our sports teams will be invited to give us a homecoming queen. Then it's the entire school's privilege and responsibility to vote for their court, who will be introduced at the football game. The queen, who will be crowned at the game, will wear a crown and robe. She will be featured Sundown from the Middel Georgia Queen, if from 8-10:00. You can catch a preview performance when they perform at the Mane Coliseum on Friday, January 30.

No plans are final, things will continue to materialize until the whole weekend is over. Now it's the time for G.C. to take advantage of its natural imagination and its transforms and get their experiences with the people.

On the night of the final the 10 seminallists will be announced. These groups of seven will be selected the leaders and be judged in evening gown. These semifinalists will then be narrowed down to six and the leaders. From this group there will be the audience and Miss Linda Tharmood, last May graduate, will announce the two who will be crowned by Miss Linda Tharmood, last May graduate.

Organ Recital

The 1971 Miss Georgia College Pageant will be held February 1 in Russell Auditorium.

The contest is scheduled for January 30, 1971, where a semifinal will be asked. The eliminations will be performed on the semifinalists. They will be judged in competitions of evening gown, swimsuit, talent, and previous interviews with judges.

On the night of the final the 10 semifinalists will be announced. These groups will then be selected the leaders and be judged in evening gown. These semifinalists will then be narrowed down to six and the leaders.

All plans are final, things will continue to materialize until the whole weekend is over. Now it's the time for G.C. to take advantage of its natural imagination and its transforms and get their experiences with the people.

The first of the final will be a piano recital. The program will feature music by Chopin, Beethoven, and Schumann.

The soloists will take time from their solo activities to participate in the performance.

Honor Council Passes Sentence

On Sunday, January 3, 1971, Johnny Chandler spoke a pivotal chair from Knox Hall Rec. Room. On Friday, January 15, 1971, the violator was brought before Dean Littleton. The Dean made it clear that the violator had been seen putting the said chair in the said violators car. Seen by whom, no one knows, with the exception of the male coed who was present. In a matter of hours after the violation the Dean notified Charles Oberlinan was mailed a letter informing him of the fact that he was permanently expelled from G.C. on top of all, it turned out that the violator was never given a hearing by the President, the faculty, the students, or the Honor Council.

On the night of Monday, January 18, 1971, Honor Council met. Bert Brown, Vice-President of freshman class, and Mike Johnson were brought before Honor Council for "failing to report the knowledge of stolen property." "Failing to report stolen property" is not against Honor Code if the violator is told to return said property and doing so, confiding the fact. Bert Brown, Mike Johnson, and Charles Oberlinan did return the property and two weeks later the violator admitted guilt and returned the chair.

On the Monday night that Honor Council met, the case in question came to life once hour, and forty-five minutes after the announced time of six p.m. It is reported that Oberlinan was in with the Honor Council for thirty minutes before Mr. Chandler brought back the council. Each person on trial, Mr. Brown, Mr. Oberlinan, and Mr. Johnson, were brought in one at a time along with their three attorneys. Mr. Brown was denied the attorney of his choice because according to Co-Chairman Willman having his choice for attorney would not be to his best interest. Mr. Chandler, Mr. Brown, and Mr. Johnson were taken one at a time from the council's field and placed in the G.C. Security Office with an armed security officer. All three verdicts and sentences were given to the defendants at the same time. Mr. Chandler is to be suspended for the remainder of this quarter and the Spring quarter of this academic year. Mr. Brown, and Mr. Johnson are in the U.S. Army. The final sentence is that the Junior Class of Georgia College has new member since the scholarship of its former member, Charles Oberlinan, was revoked. This whole thing has been going on for a week and the Council in Milligedville also desire mentioning.

There will be a tea on the afternoon of the pageant at the Mansion for the judges given by Mrs. and Mr. Whitehead, Haining.

This year will be one of the best and most successful pageant that has been held in the past few years. The contest is being held on February 1 in Russell Auditorium. The contest is scheduled for January 30, 1971, where a semifinal will be asked. The eliminations will be performed on the semifinalists. They will be judged in competitions of evening gown, swimsuit, talent, and previous interviews with judges.

The second in the Marlboro Music Festival's "Music from Marlboro" series will come to the University of Georgia as part of the Milligedville College G.C. Music Festival on Saturday, April 11, 1970. The event will be sponsored by the Georgia College Music Department and the Georgia College Student Music Club.

The concert will be held in Russell Auditorium, will be presented by the Select Singers and Georgia College students.

Featured will be works by several prominent American composers, including Conlon Chenoweth, Malcolm Arnold, and William Schuman.

The concert will take place at the University of Georgia's Music Hall, located at 201 E. Broad St.

The concerts are free and open to the public.
Dear Editor,

The recent judgment of the local football team, the North Carolina State University, for keeping the African American player out was a major setback for the team. However, the students and faculty of the university have not given up hope. They have organized a series of protests and rallies to demand justice for the African American player. The university administration has promised to investigate the matter thoroughly and to take appropriate action.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

The Editors

---

Athletic Supporter

Honor Code 10: Students 2

In recent years, the local football team of North Carolina State University has been facing controversy over its treatment of African American players. The team has faced several allegations of racism and discrimination, including racial profiling and harassment. The students and faculty of the university have been calling for reforms to address these issues.

The team administration has promised to take action to prevent such incidents from happening in the future. The students and faculty have also called for the university to strengthen its policies against discrimination and to provide better support to African American students.

The team administration has promised to take action to prevent such incidents from happening in the future. The students and faculty have also called for the university to strengthen its policies against discrimination and to provide better support to African American students.

---

The Gymnastics Wallop Furman

The Gymnastics Wallop Furman

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

The university has been facing criticism for its handling of the recent gymnastics scandal. Several students, faculty, and alumni have called for the university administration to take responsibility and to implement measures to prevent such incidents from happening in the future.

The university administration has promised to take action to strengthen its policies against sexual harassment and to provide better support to students and employees who have been affected by such incidents.

The university administration has promised to take action to strengthen its policies against sexual harassment and to provide better support to students and employees who have been affected by such incidents.

---

Student Stats

In the recent football game between North Carolina State University and the University of South Carolina, the North Carolina State team scored 21 points while the University of South Carolina scored 14 points. The game was played in front of a sold-out crowd at the North Carolina State University stadium.

The North Carolina State team won the game by a margin of 7 points, which was the largest margin of victory for the team in recent years. The game was marked by intense competition, with both teams showcasing their skills and strategies.

The North Carolina State team has been making progress in recent years, with a series of successes in the past few seasons. The team administration has promised to continue to support the team and to provide the best possible environment for the players to excel.

---

Flip Out

Pinball

A collegiate pinball tournament was held at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The tournament took place in the university's student center and was open to all students, faculty, and staff. The tournament included several pinball games, with players competing to score the highest possible points.

The tournament was a great success, with a large turnout of participants. The university administration has promised to organize similar events in the future to provide students and faculty with opportunities to engage in fun and exciting activities.

The tournament was a great success, with a large turnout of participants. The university administration has promised to organize similar events in the future to provide students and faculty with opportunities to engage in fun and exciting activities.

---

Go Colonials

Under the leadership of Coach John Smith, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro women's basketball team has made significant progress in recent years. The team has been successful in securing victories in important games and has earned the respect of their opponents.

The team administration has promised to continue to support the team and to provide the best possible environment for the players to excel. The team has been making progress in recent years, with a series of successes in the past few seasons. The team administration has promised to continue to support the team and to provide the best possible environment for the players to excel.

The team administration has promised to continue to support the team and to provide the best possible environment for the players to excel. The team has been making progress in recent years, with a series of successes in the past few seasons. The team administration has promised to continue to support the team and to provide the best possible environment for the players to excel.

---

PLOW BOY Drive-In

821 N. Columbia St.

The PLOW BOY Drive-In is a popular destination for local residents and visitors alike. The drive-in offers a wide range of food and entertainment options, with a menu that includes burgers, fries, and shakes.

The drive-in has been a staple of the local community for many years, with a loyal customer base that returns regularly. The drive-in administration has promised to continue to provide high-quality service and to offer a variety of fun and exciting activities to attract customers.

The drive-in has been a staple of the local community for many years, with a loyal customer base that returns regularly. The drive-in administration has promised to continue to provide high-quality service and to offer a variety of fun and exciting activities to attract customers.

---

Belk Matthews

Your Happy Shopping Store

Belk Matthews is a popular destination for local residents and visitors alike. The store offers a wide range of products, with a menu that includes clothing, appliances, and electronics.

The store has been a staple of the local community for many years, with a loyal customer base that returns regularly. The store administration has promised to continue to provide high-quality service and to offer a variety of fun and exciting activities to attract customers.

The store has been a staple of the local community for many years, with a loyal customer base that returns regularly. The store administration has promised to continue to provide high-quality service and to offer a variety of fun and exciting activities to attract customers.
LETTERS TO EDITOR

Cost: From Page 3
definitely not stimulating.
President Hunting continues "qualified teachers and free
students join together to make Georgia College one of the finest
institutions anywhere." As to this
statement I will let you, the
students of Georgia College
decide. I ask that every student
who believes that Georgia
College is one of the finest in-
situtions anywhere come talk
to me personally. I will offer
you my suggestion that you visit
another institution near Millidgeville so you can receive
the professional help you need.
Please do not think I dislike J. Wimble Hunting, but I feel
that as an "Honor Coder" I must report my friends if
they violate a rule, so that I can be complete fulfillment of my
responsibility.

Mike Johnston

Editor Colonnade:
Since entering college my
views concerning the current
internal revolution in the United
States have changed drastically. No longer do I
believe in the statement, "My
country, right or wrong." I feel
that our government has lost
sight of the original goals of our
country. America was founded on
the belief that our government
should be "of the people, by the
people, for the people." Our
nation, the richest in the world,
does not allocate enough funds to
the necessities. Americans
who will die each day of star-
vation and exposure to the
elements. To be able to enjoy
a minimal life in the United
States a roof over your head,
sufficient clothing, ample food,
it would cost over $25.00 a
month. It is my belief that our
nations should be retained in
form of a race in general. Living
standard of our country and North,
and a token withdrawal
of troops. How can our
President talk of peace in
Vietnam when he exterminates
the war into neighboring countries?

Perhaps Nixon's plans for
peace include wiping out the
populations of these small
nations.

Pictures of President Nixon
show him building up the peace
pipe in each hand; one wonders if he does this for a lot of our
countries that are in the world,
the bloodshed and suffering in
these countries. We have
often been told by our politicians that if the
Viet Cong return home we will
return home. According to the
Geneva Accords, there
exists a republic of Vietnam; it's capital is Hanoi. Perhaps
the role of aggressor should be
re-evaluated. Our high officials
have said we are at war in
Vietnam to stop the Chinese
expansion, yet we have no in-
formation on the presence
of Chinese troops in Vietnam or
actually anywhere outside
of China. When military officials
can say that we kill over 4
civilians for every enemy
civilian killed, can we put the people of the
U.S. morally justify our position
in the war.

When you begin discussing a
countries governmental policies
as to respect all to look into
the current administration.
President Nixon could become a
great President. Nixon said
a few months back that he had
been planning to end the Vietnam
war, the stock market rose and
civil rights act was repealed
but then came Cambodia, numerous bombings of the
North, and a token withdrawal

G.C. Looses
A "Yank"
The World
Gains A "Chuck.

HARROLD'S

Quality in the Traditional Line
Gant Comore
Shirts Sweaters
The Coventry Shop, LTD.

TRIVIA BOWL

1. A basket in the National Basketball Association
2. A small dog
3. A small dog
4. A large army gun
5. A type of dog
6. A type of dog
7. A type of dog
8. A type of dog
9. A type of dog
10. A type of dog

THE COVENTRY SHOP LTD.
124 W. Ramsey St.
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WHO FIGHTS FOR TRUTH
AND JUSTICE IN HIS OWN
LITTLE WAY.

TRIVIA BOWL

ANSWER: LIKE A 15
YOU ARE ON THE BALL!
LOOK FOR QUESTION LAST WEEK.

THE SANDWICH PUB LTD

BEER

SANDWICHES

THE BEER PUB LTD

SANDWICHES

BEER